In accordance with section 40(1)(q) of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, the

Name of Public Body

requests disclosure of personal information pertaining to

Name of Individual or Other Identifier

which may be generally described as:

General Description of Information Requested

This information is required by this public body to assist in an investigation pursuant to:

Reference to a Federal or Provincial Statute or Local Public Body Bylaw by Section or Description of Purpose

Requesting Official

Name

Title

Signature

Badge Number (if applicable)

I, __________________________________________________________ [ ] consent to, or [ ] refuse this disclosure of personal information.

Name of Disclosing Official

If disclosure has been authorized, the personal information bank(s) is:

Name(s) of Personal Information Bank(s)

Authorized Disclosing Official

Name

Title

Signature

Name of Public Body

NOTE: This completed record may qualify for exception to disclosure under section 20 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.